Plot treatments and elevation (m) above MLW
Black dots = RSETs

• Some plots were moved to new locations in January 2015
  • CS2 → PR7
  • CS3 → PR8
  • PR1 → F7
  • F1 → CS8
  • PR2 → CS9

Plot treatments:
RED - PRESS (PR)
ORANGE - PULSE (PU)
DARK GREEN - CONTROL W/ SIDING (CS)
BLUE - FRESH (F)
LIGHT GREEN - CONTROL W/OUT SIDING (C)
Plot Sections

1. Pennings – Transplants & Vegetation
2. GAS FLUX COLLAR
3. Open
4. Ellen – Soil
   Joe – Soil
   Patricia – Roots
5. WATER DELIVERY
6. Fan – Leaves
   Chris – Soil
7. Inverts & Algae
8. SET
9. Fan – Plant Height, #, Photosynthesis

Pore water well labels:
YELLOW – NW
BLUE – NE
RED – SW
WHITE – SE

= nondestructive
= destructive
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